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Food Packaging: a small tab for a great easy opening 
 

Sealed Air Food Care launches Grip&Tear® Small Tab in EMEA to offer 
improved convenience and safety 

 
 
XXX, March, XX, 2016 – Sealed Air has extended its EMEA range of Cryovac® 
vacuum bags with an easy-opening feature offering greater convenience, safety and 
freshness.  
 
Cryovac® Grip&Tear® Small Tab has been designed with food processors, food 
service operators and consumers in mind. The vacuum bag features a small tab - 
positioned on the side of the pack – enabling packaging to be easily opened in one 
quick motion once the tab is pulled. This eliminates the need for knives or scissors, 
improving user safety.  
 
The skin-tight shrink and transparent gloss of the vacuum bag provide outstanding 
product visibility. The potential for pleats, folds and excessively large seal areas 
within the shrink are reduced, enhancing the presentation of the packaged product 
and helping to drive consumer appeal and purchasing. 
 
The Cryovac® Grip&Tear® Small Tab vacuum bag fits with different products’ 
shapes such as small food portions and larger packages including poultry, fresh red 
meat, smoked and processed meat, and dairy products.  
 
The superior toughness of the vacuum bag provides food processors with the same 
shelf-life advantages of vacuum shrink bags that don’t feature easy opening. The 
new format can help to reduce packaging materials by up to 20% when compared 
with other easy-open bags.  
 
Cryovac® Grip&Tear® Small Tab can be run on existing vacuum packaging 
equipment, meaning it is quick and easy to integrate into existing operations. Small 
Tab is compatible with all Cryovac® semi-automatic and automatic bag loading 
equipment and Cryovac® VR and VS vacuum lines.  
  



 

 
 
Sealed Air always carefully follows the latest market trends and applies its deep 
market knowledge and technical expertise to develop innovative packaging solutions. 
“We introduced Grip&Tear® Small Tab to the EMEA market after a customer survey, 
to meet specific needs,” said Elena Casati, Senior Marketing Manager Smoked and 
Processed Meat, Europe. “97% of our customers perceive the easy opening vacuum 
bags as an added value for consumers, with 81% declaring that this convenient 
packaging solution is required by consumers, who are willing to pay more for it.” 
 
Grip&Tear® Small Tab - along with Cryovac® Grip&Tear® and Quick Rip™ Bags – 
reflect Sealed Air’s commitment to promoting safety and a high level of convenience 
for foodservice operators and final consumers.  
 

# # # 
 
About sealed Air 
Sealed Air Corporation creates a world that feels, tastes and works better. In 2015, the Company 
generated revenue of approximately $7.0 billion by helping our customers achieve their sustainability 
goals in the face of todays biggest social and environmental challenges. Our portfolio of widely 
recognized brands, including Cryovac® brand food packaging solutions, Bubble Wrap® brand 
cushioning and Diversey® cleaning and hygiene solutions, enables a safer and less wasteful food 
supply chain, protects valuable goods shipped around the world, and improves health through clean 
environments. Sealed Air has approximately 23,000 employees who serve customers in 169 countries. 
To learn more, visit www.sealedair.com 
 
For further information please contact: Roberta.ghezzi@sealedair.com  
 


